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Teruma 5724. 

Alef.  

1. a. The wood was originally planted by Yaakov in Egypt and brought out of Egypt when the 

people were freed from slavery.  

 b.The wood grew near Mt. Sinai and was harvested when needed.  

 c. The wood was purchased from peoples with whom the Jews traded. 

2.  The reason why RaShI explains a second time how Yaakov originally planted these trees in 

Egypt in anticipation of the eventual construction of the Mishkan is because of the “Heh 

HaYedia” in 26:15, “הקרשים”. Rather than simply making boards for the Mishkan, the people 

made the boards, which had already been anticipated. It would appear that while other parts 

of the Mishkan were also constructed from this material, i.e., the Aron (25:10) and the 

Shulchan (25:23), the main reason for the growing of the wood and probably the purpose for 

which most of the wood was devoted, was the construction of the boards. 

3.  In the first commentary, the Peirush HaAroch,1 Ibn Ezra prefers the interpretation that the 

trees were growing in the vicinity of Mt. Sinai. The phrase (35:24) “ וכל אשר נמצא אתו עצי

 refers to those who had harvested some of these locally ”שטים לכל מלאכת העבודה הביאו

grown trees in order to construct shelters for themselves, were now being called upon to 

contribute that wood for the purpose of constructing the Mishkan. 

 In the Peirush HaKatzar, Ibn Ezra, probably based upon the same phrase that he used to 

construct his first interpretation, now redefines his understanding to be similar to that of  the 

Midrash and RaShI (he does not necessarily accept that this was all part of a plan that Yaakov 

had shared with his family; only that the Jews brought the wood from Egypt in anticipation of 

their own lodging needs), i.e., that these were brought from Egypt rather than harvested 

locally.  

4.  Ibn Ezra’s original critique of the Rabbinic approach originally stated in the Midrash 

Tanchumah: 

a. The phrase cited above in 3, (35:24), implies that the Jews had the wood with them for 

their personal needs. What sort of needs could these have been that would have made 

them take such large pieces of wood out of Egypt with them? 

                                                           
1 His (Ibn Ezra’s) chief work is the commentary on the Pentateuch, which, like that of Rashi, has called forth a host 

of super-commentaries, and which has done more than any other work to establish his reputation. It is extant both 
in numerous manuscripts and in printed editions (1st ed., Naples, 1488). The commentary on Exodus published in 
the printed editions is a work by itself, which he finished in 1153 in southern France. A shorter commentary on 
Exodus, more like the commentaries on the remaining books of the Pentateuch, was first published in 1840 at 
Prague (ed. I. Reggio). A combination of these two commentaries is found in an old and important Cambridge MS. 
(Bacher, "Varianten zu Abraham ibn Ezra's Pentateuchcommentar, aus dem Cod. in Cambridge No. 46," Strasburg, 
1894). 

                       Read more: http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/view.jsp?artid=11&letter=I#ixzz1CkGOil1V 

 

http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/view.jsp?artid=11&letter=I#ixzz1CkGOil1V
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b.  Even if for some reason they had needed wood, why would they have taken specifically 

this type of wood? 

c.  They had told the Egyptians that they were only journeying for three days in order to then 

offer sacrifices upon the completion of which they would return. Would it then not appear 

strange that they were taking with them such a large amount and such large pieces of 

wood for an extremely temporary purpose?  

It is possible that they explained that the  purpose of the wood was to construct altars and to 

have kindling for the sacrifices, since they might not find sufficient material once they 

were out in the desert. After all, there were an extremely large number of people—603, 

550 men above 20, plus women and children, plus the Mixed multitude—that would be 

involved in the sacrifices.2    

It would appear that Ibn Ezra’s stated position at the end of his Peirush HaKatzer, i.e., that 

Erez and Shittim are one and the same species of wood, is contradicted by his comment in 

Yishayahu 41:19, where he goes out of his way to separate the two words from each 

other, implying that they are two separate species of tree.  

Beit.  

1. The two opposite implications of Yeshayahu 41:19 are: 

 a.  The Shittim tree is native to the desert, for HaShem Placed it there. 

                                                           
2
At the beginning of Parashat BeShalach, the Jewish people leaving Egypt are described as (Shemot 13:18) 

“Chamushim”.[1]  A number of interpretations are offered by classical biblical commentators to clarify the 
implications of this uncommon adjective. The explanations range from understanding the word to connote “loaded 
down with wealth”—the result of the Jews asking for Egypt’s precious things prior to their departure,[2]  to 
“highhandedly”, i.e., with their heads held high, in contrast to how we would have expected newly freed slaves to 
conduct themselves.[3]   Several of the commentaries understandably focus upon the apparent root of the word, 
“Chamesh” (five) in order to formulate their approaches. Targum Yonatan suggests that each adult was 
accompanied by five children, an interpretation that parallels commentaries on 1:7.[4]   Ba’al HaTurim invokes 
Yechezkel 39:9[5] in which five different types of implements of war are listed, to posit that the Jews left Egypt 
armed and ready for battle.[6]    

But in my opinion, the most interesting understanding of the word is the view that first appears in the 
Mechilta, and is in turn cited by the likes of RaShI[7]   and Rabbeinu Bahchaye, i.e., that either only one fifth, one 
fiftieth, or most extraordinarily, one five hundreth of the Jews residing in exile actually left Egypt when the time 
came to depart. According to this approach, the original size of the Jewish people prior to their departure from 
Egypt consequently becomes multiples of 603,550 (BaMidbar 1:46), the sum of the Jewish men, excluding the tribe 
of Levi, above the age of twenty[8] – 3,017,750; 30,177,500; or 301,775,000! A parallel Midrashic tradition 
 appearing in Shemot Rabba 14:3  assumes that those Jews who refused to leave, died during the plague of 
darkness, so that their absence would not be noticed by the Egyptians, who would assume that the missing 
individuals left with their co-religionists once permission was granted by Pharoah. The resulting  fantastical, mind-
boggling numbers of deaths that the Jewish people suffered at that time then become: 2,414,200; 24,142,000; or 
241,420,000! 

From my essay on Parashat BeShalach “What have You Done for Me Lately?” at  
http://text.rcarabbis.org/parshat-beshalach-what-have-you-done-for-me-lately-by-yaakov-bieler/  

 

http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn1
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn2
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn3
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn4
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn5
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn6
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn7
http://text.rcarabbis.org/wp-includes/js/tinymce/plugins/paste/pasteword.htm?ver=327-1235#_ftn8
http://text.rcarabbis.org/parshat-beshalach-what-have-you-done-for-me-lately-by-yaakov-bieler/
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b.  Since HaShem had to Place it in the desert, that means that prior to Yeshayahu’s time it 

was not extent in the desert. Consequently for the purposes of constructing the 

Tabernacle, it had to be imported from Egypt. 

2. Shemot 35:24, that suggests that the wood was provided by whomever had such wood “with 

him” would seem to support the second position, i.e., that it was not indigenous to the area 

in which they people now found themselves, and therefore it could only be furnished by 

those who had brought it with them from Egypt. 

Gimel.  

ר י ַתַחת֩  וְַכְפת ֹּ֡ ים ְשנ ֵ֨ נ ִ֜ נָּה ַהקָּ מ ֶּ֗   מ 

ַחת וְַכְפת ר֩  ֵ֤י ַתַּ֣ נ ים֩  ְשנ  נָּה ַהקָּ מ ֶּ֔   מ 

ר ֵ֥יַתַחת־ וְַכְפת ֹּ֕ ִ֖ים ְשנ  נ  נָּה ַהקָּ ֶּ֑ מ    מ 
ת֩  ש  ים ְלש   נ ֶּ֔ ים ַהקָּ ִ֖ ָֽה׃  ַהי ְצא     ַהְמנ רָּ

The syntactical function 
In general, each word in the Tanach has one cantillation sign.[1] This may be either a disjunctive, showing 
a division between that and the following word, or a conjunctive, joining the two words (like a slur in 
music). Thus, disjunctives divide a verse into phrases, and within each phrase all the words except the 
last carry conjunctives. 
The disjunctives are traditionally divided into four levels, with lower level disjunctives marking less 
important breaks. 

1. The first level, known as "Emperors", includes sof pasuq / siluq, marking the end of the verse, 
and atnach / etnachta, marking the middle. 

2. The second level is known as "Kings". The usual second level disjunctive is zaqef qaton (when on 
its own, this becomes zaqef gadol). This is replaced by tifcha when in the immediate 
neighbourhood of sof pasuq or atnach. A stronger second level disjunctive, used in very long 
verses, is segol: when it occurs on its own, this may be replaced by shalshelet. 

3. The third level is known as "Dukes". The usual third level disjunctive is revia. For musical 
reasons, this is replaced by zarqa when in the vicinity of segol, by pashta or yetiv when in the 
vicinity of zakef, and by tevir when in the vicinity of tifcha. 

4. The fourth level is known as "Counts". These are found mainly in longer verses, and tend to 
cluster near the beginning of a half-verse: for this reason their musical realisation is usually 
more elaborate than that of higher level disjunctives. They are pazer, geresh, gershayim, 
telishah gedolah, munach legarmeh and qarne farah. 

The general conjunctive is munach. Depending on which disjunctive follows, this may be replaced by 
mercha, mahpach, darga, qadma, telisha qetannah or yerach ben yomo. 
One other symbol is mercha kefulah, double mercha. There is some argument about whether this is 
another conjunctive or an occasional replacement for tevir. 
Disjunctives have a function somewhat similar to punctuation in Western languages. Sof pasuq could be 
thought of as a full stop, atnach as a semi-colon, second level disjunctives as commas and third level 
disjunctives as commas or unmarked. Where two words are syntactically bound together (for example, 
pene ha-mayim, "the face of the waters"), the first invariably carries a conjunctive. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation#The_syntactical_function 

http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=1
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=4
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=5
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=9
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=10
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=11
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=11
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=14
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=15
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=16
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=16
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=17
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=18
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=20
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=20
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation#cite_note-0
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shalshelet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geresh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gershayim
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantillation#The_syntactical_function
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ר י ת֩ ַתחַ֩ וְַכְפת ֹּ֡ ים ְשנ ֵ֨ נ ִ֜ נָּה ַהקָּ מ ֶּ֗   מ 

ַחת וְַכְפת ר֩  ֵ֤י ַתַּ֣ נ ים֩  ְשנ  נָּה ַהקָּ מ ֶּ֔   מ 

ר ֵ֥יַתַחת־ וְַכְפת ֹּ֕ ִ֖ים ְשנ  נ  נָּה ַהקָּ ֶּ֑ מ    מ 
ת֩  ש  ים ְלש   נ ֶּ֔ ים ַהקָּ ִ֖ ָֽה׃  ַהי ְצא     ַהְמנ רָּ

1.  

 

Line 1: Pazer,          Telisha Ketana,      Kadma  Azla Geresh,  Revia 

Line 2: Pashta,          Munach,       Mahpach   Pashta,   Zakef Katan 

Line 3: Zakef Gadol,  Mercha (two words),   Tipcha,    Etnachta. 

 

2. Since the word “Tachat” in the two previous phrases have separate notes that differentiates 

them from the following  word “Shenai”, it would be logical that were it not for the hyphen, a 

separate note for “Tachat” should appear in the third phrase as well.  

 

3. According to the above paragraph, a Zakef Katan is a higher order separator than a Revia. 

Consequently one can conclude that the stop before the Etnachta, which is the highest order 

separator in the middle of a verse, is after the second phrase.  

יםי֩ כה: ֶּ֑ ט  י֩ש  ַּ֣ ֹוןֲ֩עצ  ּוֲ֩ארִ֖ שֵ֥   ֩וְעָּ

ֹו֩א יָ֩אְרכֶּ֗ צ  י ם֩וָּח ִ֜ ַתֵ֨   מָּ

ֹו֩ו ְחבֶּ֔ ֩רָּ י  צ  ה֩וָּח ֵ֨ ֵ֤ ַ֩אמָּ

ֹו׃ תָֽ מָּ י֩ק ָֽ צ  ִ֖ ה֩וָּח  ֵ֥  וְַאמָּ
Line 1: Kedma     Azla Geresh Revia 

Line 2: Mapach  Pashta  Zakef Katan 

Line 3: Mercha  Tipcha  Sof Pasuk 

http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=1
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=1
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=4
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=5
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=6
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=9
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=10
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=11
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=11
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05EA05D705EA&dbrcxx=05EA05D705EA&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d41.php2xml?cxx=05E905C105E005D9&dbrcxx=05E905C105E005D9&trl=end
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=14
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=15
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=16
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=16
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=17
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=18
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=20
http://tanakhml2.alacartejava.net/cocoon/tanakhml/d31.php2xml?sfr=2&prq=25&psq=35&dbr=20
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֩יח֩כז:

ה֩ ַָֽאמִָּ֜ ה֩בָּ אֵָּ֨ ֩מ  ר  צ  ָֽחָּ ְך֩ה  ר  ֩א ַּ֣

ַחב ים֩֩וְר ַּ֣ ש ֶּ֗ ֲָֽחמ  יםַ֩ב ַּ֣ ש  ֩׀ֲ֩חמ 

ֶּ֑ר֩ ְשזָּ ש֩מָּ ַּ֣ ֹות֩ש  שַ֩אמִ֖ ֵ֥ מ  ה֩חָּ ָ֛ ֩וְק מָּ
ת׃ ש  םְ֩נח ָֽ ִ֖  וְַאְדנ יה 

Line 1: Munach      Telisha Katana Kadma VeAzla 

Line 2: Munach      Munach  Revia 

Line 3: Tavir     Mercha Tipcha             Munach Etnachta 


